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The Puzzle
• When in a temporal adverbial clause (TAC) can relate to either the local verb or a more
deeply embedded one, known as ambiguity in high/low construal (Geis 1970, 1975).

(1) I saw Puffy in Canary Wharf when [she said [(that) she would leave]].
a. High construal: at the time that Puffy made the statement
b. Low construal: at the time of Puffy’s presumed departure

• If the TAC is constructed in a non-bridge verb context, e.g. exclaim, rather than the bridge
context say, only the high construal is available.

(2) I saw Puffy in Canary Wharf when [she exclaimed [(that) she would leave]].
a. High construal: at the time that Puffy made the exclamation
b.*Low construal: at the time of Puffy’s presumed departure

Literature
• Larson (1987, 1990) offers the representation (3) for the derivation of TAC (1).

(3) I saw Puffy in Canary Wharf when [TP she said [CP (that) [TP she would leave]]].
a. High construal: [CPwheni [TP she said [CP (that) [TP she would leave]] ti]]
b. Low construal: [CPwheni [TP she said [CP ti (that) [TP she would leave ti]]]]

• Haegeman (2009, 2010, 2012) further argues that when in TACs is essentially a TP-
internal operator that can undergo movement to the clausal left periphery, formally
identical to when in interrogatives and relatives.

• In this sense, it is attractive to explain the disappearing low construal (2b) via the idea that
movement from the lower position is blocked by exclaim (cf. Erteschik-Shir 1973), even
though there is no obvious difference on the surface among SAY verbs.

My Proposal
1. Adverbial when is a base-generated complementizer rather than a movable operator.
2. Ambiguous high/low readings are reflections of the eventive/stative uses of SAY verbs.
3. Feature valuation, consisting of a pair of semantic features ([Λ] and [ID]), and Agree at

LF (cf. Adger and Ramchand 2005) can fulfil the interpretation of when in TACs.

NB: Null operator is not necessarily required in this approach.

When asWh-Complementizer
• First, wh-modifier float: interrogative when is compatible with exactly float (4) (adapted
from McCloskey 2000), whereas adverbial when shows the opposite pattern (5).

• Interrogative when, as a wh-operator, can move and strand exactly in different positions. By
contrast, adverbial when shows characteristics as a base-generated wh-complementizer.

(4) Piet said (that) he was drawing the picture [at 9 p.m. exactly].
a.When exactly did Piet say (that) he was drawing the picture?
b.?When did Piet say exactly (that) he was drawing the picture?
c.When did Piet say (that) he was drawing the picture exactly?

(5) When Piet said (that) he was drawing the picture, he remembered his best friend.
a.*When exactly Piet said (that) he was drawing the picture…
b.*When Piet said exactly (that) he was drawing the picture…
c.*When Piet said (that) he was drawing the picture exactly…

• Second, aggressively non-d-linked wh-phrase (Pesetsky 1987): At least in English, to
form an aggressively non-d-linked wh-phrase requires (i) wh-word moves in syntax, and (ii)
wh-word is non-d-linked, as seen in (6).

• However, adverbial when is incompatible with the hell (7). Since when in this case should
also be non-d-linked, the ungrammaticality in (7b) can only be accounted for by the reason
that adverbial when does not move in syntax, namely a base-generated wh-complementizer.

(6) a.When did Piet draw the picture?
b.When the hell did Piet draw the picture?

(7) a.When Piet drew the picture, he remembered his best friend.
b.*When the hell Piet drew the picture, he remembered his best friend.

• The disappearing low construal in non-bridge verb context can be explained in a different
fashion: since exclaim is incompatible with a Source subject (14), but compatible with
eventive diagnostics (15), it only has the eventive use, with the low construal unavailable.

(14) *Puffy’s message exclaimed that she would leave at midnight. *Source, Eventive SAY

(15) a. Puffy enthusiastically/loudly exclaimed (that) she would leave.
b. Puffy was exclaiming (that) she would leave.

• Third, cross-linguistic data: Unlike English, Scottish Gaelic realises when differently in
different types of clauses (8-11), supporting my proposal that the syntax of adverbial when
should be considered distinct from other cases of when.

(8) Bidh Sìleas ann, nuair a bhios mise ann. adverbial when
be.fut Julia there when that be.fut.rel I there
‘Julia will be there, when I will be there.’

(9) Tha cuimhne agam air an latha nuair a bha sinn ann. relative when
be.pres memory at.me on the day when that be.pres we there
‘I remember the day when we were there.’

(10) Cuine a bhios Sìleas ann? interrogative when
when that be.fut.rel Julia there
‘When will Julia be there?’

(11) Dh’fhaighnich mi cuine a bhios Sìleas ann. (embedded) interrogative when
ask.past I when that be.fut.rel Julia there
‘I asked when Julia will be there.’

Eventive/Stative SAYVerbs
• As the traditional operator movement analysis can no longer account for ambiguity in
high/low construal, a new observation is that ambiguous construal reflects syntactic and
semantic differences of SAY verbs (Yan 2022).

• Following Grimshaw (2015), Major (2021) proposes that say has either the eventive use
(12a) or the stative use (12b), requiring an Agent or a Source as subject respectively.

(12) I visited the suspects in the detention centre yesterday.
a. Suspect #2 said that he is guilty. Agent, Eventive say
b. Suspect #2’ sweating says that he is guilty. Source, stative say

• Eventive say is compatible with subject-oriented/manner adverbs and the progressive
aspect; in contrast, stative say shows the opposite pattern.

• The contrast can be used as diagnostics, showing that an unambiguously eventive say leads
to the high reading rather than the low one (13).

• This further leads to the conclusion that the high construal is only allowed by eventive
say, and the low construal is available only with stative say.

(13) I saw Puffy in Canary Wharf
a. when she enthusiastically/loudly said (that) she would leave. High✔, Low ✘
b. when she was saying (that) she would leave. High✔, Low ✘

Feature Valuation andAgree at LF
• Adopting from Adger and Ramchand (2005), I posit that there exists a feature valuation
between when and a postulated null element TIME, which occurs in the SpecAspP within
the eventive verbal extended projection, via Agree at LF.

• At LF, adverbial when, as with other cases of when, is postulated to be interpreted as
predicate abstraction, thus it first contains the feature [Λ]. Meanwhile, when is the element
that receives ambiguous readings, therefore it has another unvalued feature [ID].

• The postulated TIME can be simply considered as time variables proposed by semanticists,
containing a valued feature [ID:zeit]. Its primary characteristic is that it is only distributed
within the eventive verbal extended projection. That is, in our case, it only exists with
eventive SAY verbs.

• The derivation of feature valuation at LF can be schematised as below:

(16) when [Λ, ID: ] … TIME [ID:zeit] → when [Λ, ID:zeit] … TIME [ID: zeit] → λx … x

• The derivations in (1) are correspondingly shown as in (17-18):

(17) High construal of when + eventive say

(18) Low construal of when + stative say

NB1: The syntactic representation of
exclaim in (2) is the same as this one.

NB2: As with Adger and Ramchand
2005, I posit that such a long-distance
Agree relation is plausible at LF.
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